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Abstract

CloudSat spaceborne radar snowfall retrievals using two different methodologies – the 2C-SNOW-

PROFILE (2C- SNOW) CloudSat product and the combined Kulie and Bennartz (2009) technique 

with the Hiley et al. (2011) reflectivity (Z) to snowfall rate (S) conversion (KBH) - are compared 

over Antarctica and surrounding Southern Ocean environments. KBH algorithm sensitivity tests are 

performed to demonstrate how retrievals are affected by algorithm assumptions (e.g., vertical 

reflectivity continuity test, the choice of near surface bin used to make surface snowfall rate 

retrievals, and temperature filters). These algorithm components are found to be detri- mental to 

snowfall detection over this region by significantly reducing the snowfall population compared to 

2C- SNOW, especially over ocean regions prone to ERA-interim indicated convective snow. After 

accounting for key algorithm differences, 2C-SNOW mean annual snowfall rates are systematically 

higher than KBH due to the Z-S relationship adopted. Spatial annual mean snowfall accumulation 

differences between the two datasets are minimized over interior Antarctica, but large differences 

are observed over the ocean. 2C-SNOW Z-S relation- ships for all snowfall events (Z = 10.9 S1.3), 

over ocean and sea ice (Z = 8.2 S1.3), escarpments and Antarctic coastal areas - below 2000 m a.s.l.  

(Z = 6.7 S1.4), and Antarctic plateau - above 2000 m a.s.l.  (Z = 5.5  S1.6) are also derived. A multi-

year 2C-SNOW mean annual snowfall analysis is also provided, and comparisons with ERA- 

Interim snowfall datasets show similar spatial patterns, but magnitude differences over oceans are 

observed. A monthly 2C-SNOW and acoustic depth gauge analysis is provided to demonstrate 

qualitative trends in snowfall accumulation between the respective datasets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Introduction

Accurately quantifying atmospheric parameters in polar regions is essential for better 

understanding the global hydrologic cycle and en- ergy budget, especially since certain higher 

latitude areas have ex- perienced accelerated warming trends in recent years (Bromwich et al., 

2013; Nicolas and Bromwich, 2014; Clem and Fogt, 2015). There are, however, numerous 

challenging aspects to characterizing important weather and climate parameters and their 

concomitant variability in polar regions (Lubin and Massom, 2006). For example, surface pre- 

cipitation that usually occurs in the solid phase at high latitudes is a particularly vexing parameter 

that often demonstrates extreme spatiotemporal variability. Surface snowfall –which is often very 

light in polar climates - is also very difficult to detect and quantify using sparse ground 

measurements and current satellite observations (e.g., Bromwich, 1988; Kulie and Bennartz, 2009; 

Palerme et al., 2014). 

Antarctica and its associated ice shelves has received sustained scientific attention for many 

decades, but surface precipitation char- acterization is hindered by a sparse observational network 

that relies on many different collection tools and methods (e.g., precipitation gauges, snow pits, 

acoustic instruments, snow stakes, etc.) that measure dif- ferent frozen precipitation properties 

with varying sensitivities. Each respective method also contains observational errors that are 

some- times difficult to quantify (e.g., Eisen et al., 2008; Knuth et al., 2010). 

Accurate ground-based snowfall measurements also require constant and effective instrument 

maintenance over the long durations needed to study precipitation. Data, instruments and 

techniques used affect and make difficult the spatial interpolation of such sparse data (Arthern et 

al., 2006; Eisen et al., 2008). Preliminary results from a recently established experimental site 

indicate that light snowfall rates dominate the snowfall rate spectrum, but these prevalent light 

snow events are interspersed with rare heavy snowfall events that contribute significantly to the 

surface mass balance (Gorodetskaya et al., 2014, 2015). Further long-term ground-based 

observational studies are needed to sample widely varying Antarctic environments. 

The scientific community has relied heavily on climate models to study Antarctic Surface Mass 

Balance (SMB) and in particular pre- cipitation among the various SMB components. Modeled 

precipitation fields have provided important climatic context to assess annual pre- cipitation 

trends (Bromwich et al., 2011). The polar MM5 model (Guo et al., 2003) for example has been 

used to characterize the spatio- temporal distribution of Antarctic snowfall and blowing snow 



(Bromwich et al., 2004). The RACMO2 regional climate model and its updated physics schemes 

have also improved Antarctic surface energy balance and precipitation estimates (Van Wessem et 

al., 2014). Numerical model validation, however, is hampered by the aforementioned sparse 

ground-based observations. Large biases and relatively high errors also affect numerical model 

and ground-based measurement comparisons (Genthon and Krinner, 2001; Grazioli et al., 2017). 

Satellite precipitation products, even with known uncertainties and limitations, provide valuable 

independent datasets to evaluate models on a more spatially and temporally extensive basis 

compared to ground measurements (Palerme et al., 2017; Tapiador et al., 2017).  

Passive microwave spaceborne sensors on Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites have been 

successfully utilized to estimate precipitation at higher latitudes (e.g., Huffman et al., 2007). 

However, light and solid precipitation detection over Antarctica is difficult due to the highly 

emissive snow/ice surface background combined with low ice water paths in weaker snowfall-

producing clouds (Kongoli et al., 2015; You et al., 2017). Several studies have theoretically 

assessed high frequency passive microwave channels' ability to detect and retrieve snowfall (e.g., 

Skofronick-Jackson and Johnson, 2011; Munchak and Skofronick- Jackson, 2013). High 

frequency channels (> 150 GHz) show promise, but the signal is extremely sensitive to highly 

varying cloud micro- physical composition (e.g., Kulie et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2012), and 

environmental conditions (e.g., humidity and background surface, as evidenced in Panegrossi et 

al., 2017). Passive microwave radiometry using water vapor absorption band channels near 183 

GHz or brightness temperature differences between vertically and horizontally polarized high 

frequency channels to eliminate background surface signals also offer promise (e.g., 

Surussavadee and Staelin, 2009; Laviola and Levizzani, 2011; Gong and Wu, 2017), but these 

techniques are com- plicated by Antarctica's dry atmospheric conditions. Dedicated studies to 

demonstrate the veracity of these techniques for accurate snowfall retrievals in the polar regions 

are currently lacking. Since upwelling microwave radiation is extremely sensitive to surface snow 

or ice morphology, an alternative approach evaluated snowfall occurrence by studying surface 

radiative property fluctuations (Bindschadler et al., 2005). This method, however, does not 

provide quantitative snowfall estimates. Snowfall detection and retrieval advances are expected 

with the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission Core Observatory (CO) (Hou et al., 

2014). However, GPM-CO's orbital range between 65°S and 65°N does not enable the use of 

such a valuable spaceborne observational platform for Antarctica snowfall research.  

The most useful tool for snowfall remote sensing at high latitudes is currently the Cloud 



 

 

Profiling Radar (CPR) onboard the CloudSat sa- tellite launched in 2006 (Stephens et al., 2008). 

The W-band, nadir- viewing CPR provides radar reflectivity profiles, allowing physical re- 

trievals of cloud and precipitation (Stephens et al., 2002; Liu, 2008), and,    after    adopting    

relevant    cloud    microphysical    assumptions, quantitative snowfall rate estimates (Hudak et 

al., 2008; Liu, 2008; Kulie and Bennartz, 2009; Wood et al., 2013). After CloudSat's first 

operational year, global snowfall studies were published to illustrate CloudSat's unique snowfall 

observational capabilities (Liu, 2008; Hiley et al., 2011). Because of its high sensitivity to light 

precipitation, several studies use CloudSat products to assess snowfall detection cap- abilities of 

other sensors (Casella et al., 2017; Panegrossi et al., 2017). Multi-year CloudSat snowfall studies 

with extensive Antarctic region snowfall analyses have also been undertaken in recent years (e.g., 

Boening et al., 2012; Palerme et al., 2014; Kulie et al., 2016; Kulie and Milani, 2018). A 

CloudSat snowfall retrieval product has also been released to accommodate global snowfall 

studies. This product – named 2C-SNOW-PROFILE – provides “near surface” and vertical 

snowfall rate retrievals for each CPR profile (Wood et al., 2013). 

Similarly to Palerme et al. (2014), this study uses a multi-year dataset of CloudSat snowfall 

retrievals to investigate precipitation char- acteristics over Antarctica, including spatial 

distributions of annual snow amounts. Unlike Palerme et al. (2014), we also analyze oceanic 

regions surrounding Antarctica. Furthermore, we analyze and interpret systematic differences 

between two CloudSat snowfall retrieval algorithms. The spaceborne results are also compared to 

ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) reanalysis data and local ground-based Acoustic Depth Gauge 

(ADG) observations. 

The main goals of this study are: 

I. Evaluate the CloudSat 2C-SNOW-PROFILE and Kulie and Bennartz (2009) snowfall 

retrievals to determine if systematic differences exist in the pan-Antarctic and Southern Ocean 

region. Possible causes of algorithm differences are also explored. 

II. Compare CloudSat snowfall retrievals with ERA-Interim (ERA-I) reanalysis and ground-based 

snow accumulation estimates. 

III. Provide a multi-year snowfall “climatology” in the region south of 

60°S (including both Southern Ocean and continental Antarctica) using the 2C-SNOW-

PROFILE dataset. 

 

2. Data and algorithms 



 

 

 

2.1. CloudSat products and algorithms 

 

The CloudSat research satellite's CPR provides critical observations to understand the role 

of clouds in the climate system (Stephens et al., 2008). CloudSat flies in the Afternoon, or A-

Train, satellite formation, providing radar reflectivity factor (hereafter referred to as reflectivity 

(Z)) profiles of the lowest 30 km of the atmosphere (Tanelli et al., 2008). CPR is a nadir- 

pointing radar operating at 94GHz frequency (W-band), with a 240 m vertical resolution bin 

and a ~1.7 × 1.4 km2 spatial footprint. The bins near the surface could contain anomalously 

large reflectivity values, most likely related to ground clutter contamination (Marchand et al., 

2008; Tanelli et al., 2008). Depending on the surface type and on the methodology used to 

estimate precipitation, a defined number of those bins are excluded from the algorithms (see 

Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 for further details) and a “Near Surface Bin” (NSB) is then defined as 

the lowest bin actually considered in the algorithms (Liu, 2008), with an elevated height 

ranging from about 720 m to about 1440 m depending on the algorithm and the surface. This 

“blind zone” can adversely affect CloudSat surface snowfall estimates in Antarctica depending 

on precipitation regime (Maahn et al., 2014). 

The CPR can experience gaseous and hydrometeor attenuation, al- though Antarctica's drier, 

colder environment generally limits W-band attenuation effects. The CPR's sensitivity (around 

−29 dBZ minimum detectable signal) is sufficient to observe light precipitation and most cloud 

structures (Haynes et al., 2009). The CPR's sensitivity and orbital range (between 81oN/S 

latitude) allow it to effectively detect and retrieve snowfall distribution and intensity (Liu, 

2008; Kulie and Bennartz, 2009; Hiley et al., 2011; Kulie et al., 2016; Behrangi et al., 2016; 

Kulie and Milani, 2018). Previous studies indicate that CloudSat snowfall product accuracy 

compares favorably with limited ground- based observations (Matrosov et al., 2008; Hudak et 

al., 2008). 

This study considers almost five years of CloudSat CPR data (July 2006 to December 2010). 

This period is hereafter referred to as the Observing Period (OP). This OP contains a 560 orbit 

observational gap between 7 December 2009 to 16 January 2010 due to CPR battery problems. 

CPR observations in the Southern Hemisphere south of 60°S (hereafter Antarctic Region) are 

selected for this study. The CPR observations are further processed into 1° by 1.5° 

latitude/longitude grid boXes. The CPR daily overpass frequency for each grid boX is between 



 

 

0.3 and 1.3 over continental Antarctica. Oceanic grid boXes, on average, receive 1 overpass 

every 3 to 10 days. 

CPR reflectivity profiles and data navigation/geolocation fields from the GEOmetrical 

PROfile (2B-GEOPROF) product (Mace, 2007) are used in this study. A 2B-GEOPROF data 

quality flag is also used to identify potentially corrupt observations, and only high quality 

profiles are considered. 

The CloudSat SNOW PROFILE (2C-SNOW-PROFILE) product (Wood et al., 2013) 

provides NSB snowfall rate retrievals. These products are “global” products with no particular 

retrieval adaptation applied to the Antarctic environment. Additionally, the European Centre for 

Medium- Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)- AuXiliary (AUX) product (Partain, 2007) is 

used, where the ECMWF 2 m temperature (2mT) and other ancillary modeled state variables 

are interpolated to CPR observations. 

2.1.1. Kulie and Bennartz (2009) snowfall rate retrieval algorithm 

One snowfall retrieval algorithm employed over Antarctica is based on the Kulie and 

Bennartz (2009) technique using the Hiley et al. (2011) Z-S relationship (hereafter referred to 

as KBH). The Kulie and Bennartz (2009) technique considers precipitating snow profiles as 

CPR observations with NSB (defined for Kulie and Bennartz (2009) as the 6th bin from the 

ground – about 1440 m – independently of the surface type) Z exceeding −15 dBZ, and with a 

continuous vertical Z layer above −15 dBZ in at least 5 contiguous bins. This ad hoc vertical Z 

continuity test is implemented to mitigate CPR profiles infected by ground clutter. Only 

profiles with ECMWF-AUX 2mT lower than 0°C are considered in order to avoid profiles with 

wet snow or miXed phase precipitation. Snowfall rate (S) is then computed for the Kulie and 

Bennartz (2009) technique by applying a Z-S relationship to the NSB Z (Z= a  Sb,  where  Z  

contains  units  of  [mm6 m−3]  and  S  is  the  water equivalent snowfall rate [mm h−1]). The Z-

S relationships are based on simulated radar scattering properties (Liu, 2008; Hong, 2007; 

Surussavadee and Staelin, 2009) combined with a temperature-dependent ice particle size 

distribution parameterization (Field et al., 2005). Hiley et al. (2011) studied the sensitivity of 

the Kulie and Bennartz (2009) technique to the choice of key parameters, such as the depth of 

the vertical continuity test, Z thresholds, NSB among others. A variety of snowflake habit 

dependent a and b coefficient values in the Z-S formula are summarized by Hiley et al. (2011). 

Bromwich (1988) reports that columns, bullets, and column/bullet aggregates comprise most 

Antarctic precipitation at a handful of sites. However, despite the increment of microphysical 



 

 

properties measurements collected over many Antarctic observation sites (Grazioli et al., 2017; 

Souverijns et al., 2017), it is still extremely difficult to determine an optimal Z-S relationship 

without a network able to provide solid precipitation microphysical information over the entire 

Antarctic continent and the surrounding ocean regions. We therefore applied static averaged a 

and b values from the 20 Z-S relationships derived by Hiley et al. (2011) to the KBH 

algorithm: 

Z = 21.6 S1.2 (1) 

Hiley et al. (2011) also presented upper and lower bounding Z-S relationships as an 

important uncertainty estimate caused by varying snowfall microphysical composition. Results 

from these Z-S uncertainty estimates are not shown in this study since the average Z-S 

relationship compares most favorably to independent estimates from ERA-Interim (not shown 

in this study). 

The NSB definition is relevant over Antarctica for two reasons: 1) Eastern Antarctica coastal 

areas are rugged with highly complex terrain and thus ground clutter could be problematic (Fig. 

1a); 2) local snow- pack increases without contributions from precipitating snow can be caused 

by horizontal transport of snow from strong low-level winds (Li and Pomeroy, 1997). 

Following Kulie and Bennartz (2009), another test is applied on the CPR NSB to account for 

instances when the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) may not properly resolve the surface height 

in complex terrain. An additional ground clutter correction is then ap- plied. 20 dBZ is 

considered the theoretical upper bound for Z not as- sociated with clutter. 6th bin Z values 

exceeding this threshold are unlikely due to precipitation and their value cannot be considered 

re- liable for snowfall estimates. Under these circumstances the retrieval algorithm uses the 8th 

CPR bin instead of the 6th bin. Vertical layer continuity is also required, as previously 

described. The snowfall rate computed from the 8th bin Z is assigned to these profiles. In Fig. 

1b, the normalized frequency of Z, corrected for ground clutter contamination, calculated either 

for the 6th bin or the 8th bin (in case Z at the 6th bin exceeding 20 dBZ), and the normalized 

distribution of the only 6th bin Z exceeding 20 dBZ are respectively shown in black and red 

lines. 

“Contaminated” bin counts are very low (around 10−5 of the total), but the extremely high 

snowfall rates associated with these observations significantly impact mean precipitation rates. 

These intense snowfall rates indicate probable ground clutter contamination, including ground 



 

 

clutter that can be embedded within legitimate precipitating profiles. Kulie and Bennartz (2009), 

in fact, highlight embedded ground clutter within deeper precipitating systems over Greenland 

(please consult Kulie and Bennartz (2009) Fig. 7 for further details). Further algorithm 

improvements are necessary to flag and mitigate such ground clutter contamination. An updated 

DEM that is expected to be incorporated into the next CloudSat product suite release might also 

improve near surface bin designation and reduce adverse clutter effects. Within the OP, about 

0.28% of the observations over the whole Antarctic Region are corrected due to this screening 

process. This value increases to 2.57% for land surfaces with elevations below 2000 m. 

Sensitivity tests to various KBH algorithm assumptions to accommodate 2C-SNOW- PROFILE 

comparisons are presented in Section 3. 

 

2.1.2. CloudSat 2C-SNOW-PROFILE product 

The CloudSat snow profile product (2C-SNOW-PROFILE Release R04, hereafter 2C-

SNOW) provides snowfall rate profiles and near- surface snowfall rate (Wood et al., 2013; 

Palerme et al., 2014). The product's retrieval algorithm minimizes differences between observed 

and simulated reflectivity profiles by varying snow microphysical properties subject to 

temperature-dependent a priori constraints on those properties. This approach leads to snowfall 

rates that depend on Z in a way that varies with both the structure of the observed reflectivity 

profile and with temperature. 2C-SNOW, similar to KBH, does not use the likely contaminated 

lowest bins directly above ground level. The NSB is defined in the 2C-SNOW product as the 

3rd (5th) bin above the surface over ocean without sea ice, or over inland water (over land, sea 

ice, or unknown surface) profiles at 720 m (1200 m) above the surface. A −15 dBZ Z threshold 

is also applied to the NSB to include a profile as likely snowing. Retrieval results are used to 

calculate water contents and snowfall rates, then the snowfall rate at the NSB is assumed to be 

the snowfall rate at the surface. Retrievals are only performed when the melted mass fraction of 

the snow reaching the surface is estimated to be < 0.1; in practice, this means that retrievals are 

performed when the temperature in the NSB is less than about 1.5 °C. A number of studies 

(Palerme et al., 2014; Kulie et al., 2016; Cooper et al., 2017; Kulie and Milani, 2018) provide 

more detailed information about other aspects of the algorithm. 2C-SNOW also provides the 

snow_retrieval_status (SRS) flag as further quality control information. The SRS bit 3 binary 

value activates for situations when the snow layer base snowfall rate substantially exceeds the 

snowfall rate in the bin immediately above, thus indicating ground clutter effects, shallow 



 

 

precipitation, or partially melted snow. These profiles should be used with caution. Under these 

circumstances, 2C-SNOW retrievals for the bin above the NSB are used. The SRS flag was not 

applied in previous CloudSat Antarctica snowfall studies and may contain localized snowfall 

maxima due to clutter in severe Antarctica topography. 

After investigating the SRS flag distribution over the Antarctic ice sheet and Southern 

Ocean, profiles over land were found to contain increased SRS bit 3 activity that  indicate  

possible  surface  clutter (Fig. 1c). Over ocean points may indicate an extremely shallow 

precipitation. Both situations are corrected using the snowfall rate value from the bin located 

immediately above the NSB. The normalized Z frequency used in the 2C-SNOW product 

retrieval is shown (black) in Fig. 1d, together with the normalized count of profiles marked as 

possible ground clutter (red). Similar to the KBH algorithm, the possible ground  clutter  count  

is  also  only  ~10−5  of  the  total  profiles,  but  this low population of CPR observations 

affects mean annual snowfall rates. The annual mean snowfall rate decreases 1.2% over 

Antarctica after applying the ground clutter correction, but > 9.0% if land regions below 2000 

m are only considered. 

 

2.2. Ground data: acoustic depth gauges 

 

Over Antarctica, there is a lack of systematic measurements of precipitation, while 

operational weather stations are often equipped with instruments for SMB measurement (Eisen 

et al., 2008). Among these, the Acoustic Depth Gauges (ADG) measure the changing distance 

from the instrument to the snow-covered surface, and have been used to study the influences of 

precipitation and horizontal snow transport on surface accumulation (Knuth et al., 2010). 

ADG-measured snow accumulations are influenced by many factors besides precipitation. 

Blowing snow, hoar frost deposition, surface sublimation, snowdrift sublimation, snowpack 

settling and compaction, and meltwater can all alter snowpack height changes (Knuth et al., 

2010; Li and Pomeroy, 1997). In this work, we use ADG measurements to perform qualitative 

comparison with the snow accumulation values estimated by CPR precipitation products. 

 This study uses data from five University of Wisconsin-Madison Automatic Weather Station 

ADG shown in Fig. 2 (Knuth et al., 2010). Observations from these ADGs are analyzed for the 

last 2 years of the OP. 10-minute ADG accumulations are processed on a monthly basis by 

considering the ADG distance measurement difference at the end and beginning of each month. 



 

 

The distance at the beginning (end) of each month is computed as the mean distance over the 

first (last) five days of the month and the last (first) five days of the previous (following) month. 

After performing a simple quality control test that identifies outlier observations (unreasonably 

large 10-minute ADG distance values),   the   monthly distance variation was calculated. A 

positive (negative) ADG distance variation for one month indicates a decrease (increase) of the 

monthly accumulated snow. A negative monthly ADG distance variation value is therefore 

interpreted as a positive monthly accumulation whereby the average surface snow accumulation 

at the end of the month exceeds the beginning of the month. 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1. KBH vs 2C-SNOW comparison 

 

3.1.1. Near surface bin (NSB) and vertical continuity test (CT) 

This subsection focuses on two snowfall rate algorithm assumptions that cause discrepancies 

between KBH and 2C-SNOW – the KBH vertical reflectivity continuity test (CT) required to 

include a CloudSat profile as a snow event and near surface bin (NSB) designation. Fig. 3 

illustrates that the sensitivity of the snowfall rate distribution to the CT in the Antarctic Region is 

relatively minor, with only very small differences between the KBH snowfall rate distributions 

with (red) and without (blue) applying the CT. Fig. 3 indicates a slightly reduced snowfall rate 

occurrence at high values when the CT is applied. Even though the snowfall rate distributions are 

very similar when the CT is eliminated, Antarctic Region snowfall cases occurrences increase by 

70.6% (about ten million additional snowfall detections) when the CT criterion is not applied to 

identify a snowfall event. These results indicate that very light snowfall rates are associated with 

probable shallow snowfall events in this region. This difference in snowfall population counts due 

to the CT shows similar trends as the more limited dataset analyzed by Hiley  et  al.  (2011).  The  

abrupt  3.5 mm h−1  cutoff in  the  original  KBH algorithm (with and without CT) is due to the 

ground clutter filter (Z > 20 dBZ are avoided). 

To better facilitate 2C-SNOW and KBH comparisons, the KBH sen- sitivity to NSB is 

assessed, whereby the KBH NSB is forced to adopt the lower 2C-SNOW NSB (the 3rd (5th) CPR 

bin above the surface over water (land)). The ad hoc maximum Z threshold (20 dBZ) from KBH 

is also relaxed to allow direct 2C-SNOW comparisons. The KBH snowfall rate distribution 



 

 

displays a higher number of elevated snowfall rate occurrences when a lower NSB is used (“KB 

low” green line in Fig. 3). These normalized distribution differences are accentuated when the 

lower NSB is used and the CT is not applied (“KB low noCT” pink line), thus implying 

systematically increasing radar reflectivity values at CPR bins located closer to the surface. Fig. 3 

also highlights a final distinctive feature. The optimal KBH comparison from a methodological 

perspective (no CT, lower NSB) displays a much different snowfall rate normalized distribution 

compared to 2C-SNOW. 2C-SNOW shows consistently higher snowfall rate counts over most of 

the snowfall rate spectrum, although the distribution is very similar for lighter snowfall events. 

The systematic snowfall rate distribution difference between the altered KBH and 2C-SNOW 

algorithms is thus related to other algorithm differences that will be explored further in later 

sections. 

The NSB used for spaceborne snowfall rate retrievals, considered without applying the CT, are 

therefore deemed to be critical algorithm decisions since the sensitivity tests shown in Fig. 3 

reflect large vertical reflectivity gradients in many snowfall events. Shallow snowfall events are 

especially vulnerable to both the KBH NSB designation and CT. Fig. 4, highlights the KBH 

algorithm assumption sensitivity by showing mean annual snowfall rate difference spatial maps 

for the 5 year OP (expressed  in  mm yr−1).  The  differences  indicated  in  Fig.  4a–c  are  directly 

attributed to the CT and NSB choice. The largest differences are observed   over   the   Southern   

Ocean   at   lower   latitudes   between ~60–180°W and ~30–150°E longitude. Respective annual 

snowfall rate differences due to CT (Fig. 4a) and NSB designation (Fig. 4b) and combined effects 

(Fig. 4c) show regions where the mean annual snowfall rate differences exceeds 50% (relative 

difference) on the periphery of the domain. Interior Antarctica shows increases in the mean 

annual snowfall rate magnitude, but the northern oceanic regions show much larger increases 

compared to interior Antarctica. Note, however, that interior Antarctica generally receives 

reduced annual snowfall amounts than the ocean regions, so the small increases in Fig. 4c are 

associated with relative percentage differences exceeding 200%. 

CloudSat studies have shown that convective snow over this oceanic region is typically 

associated with shallower cloud structures (Kulie et al., 2016; Kulie and Milani, 2018). Shallow 

convective snowfall dominates (> 50% occurrence) from about −60° equatorward and 

nimbostratus (synoptic-scale systems) dominate from about −60° poleward (Fig. 8 in Kulie et al., 

2016). In order to connect the con- vective nature of the snowfall missed by KBH applying the 

CT and with the NSB choice, Fig. 4d shows the mean yearly cumulated snowfall attributed to 



 

 

convective snow from ERAeI. Modeled convective snowfall clearly increases in magnitude from 

about −70° and equatorward. This convective field includes both shallow convection and deep 

convection, although shallow convective snow is presumed to dominate based on CloudSat 

analyses. The snowfall rate difference between the 3rd (or 5th over land) and the 6th bins is 

shown in Fig. 4c. If a non-zero snowfall rate is given for the 3rd bin and not for the 6th, it means 

that the snowing layer is shallow and between 720 m and 1440 m. We discovered that this 

difference is higher over the regions labeled as shallow convective from Kulie et al. (2016) and 

also from Kulie and Milani (2018). Kulie and Milani (2018) Fig. 1c specifically shows the 

Southern Hemisphere shallow convective mean snowfall rate - the magnitude and pattern are 

comparable with the differences shown in Fig.4c. As a consequence, the differences in Fig. 4c can 

be attributed to the shallow convective snowfall missed from the restrictive conditions imposed 

by KBH. Further, the difference magnitude corresponds to the magnitude of the mean shallow 

convective snowfall for that region according to Kulie and Milani (2018). The mean ERA-I 

convective snow accumulation shown in Fig. 4d also has the same pattern and magnitude as Fig. 

4c. We therefore conclude that the ERA-I convective field, even if both shallow and deep 

convection are included, shows almost only shallow convective snow accumulation and compares 

favorably with the CloudSat observational dataset. 

Fig. 4c also shows a narrow region along the Antarctic Peninsula coastline and other isolated 

coastal regions that are susceptible to KBH algorithm assumptions. ERA-I indicates reduced 

convective snow magnitudes in these regions, so convective snow is a less likely culprit to explain 

the CT and NSB sensitivity. Isolated ground clutter effects may inflate the differences shown in 

Fig. 4c over the Antarctic Peninsula, but further inspection of the CloudSat dataset is necessary to 

confirm this hypothesis. Interior Antarctica is relatively immune to the KBH algorithm 

assumptions. 

 

3.1.2. Temperature filter 

A final algorithm component (2mT) needs to be considered before KBH and 2C-SNOW results 

can be directly compared. As previously discussed, KBH utilized a 0°C 2mT threshold to 

consider precipitating CloudSat observations as dry snowfall events, even though 2°C delineates 

the 50% snow probability threshold based (Liu, 2008). The 2C- SNOW algorithm, however, 

allows CloudSat snowfall events to be as- sociated with 2mTs exceeding 0°C based on estimated 

particle melt fraction. The 0 °C threshold applied by KBH was adopted in an attempt to consider 



 

 

dry snowfall cases that are more appropriately represented by the ice scattering models used in 

the study. This strict threshold, however, will lead to fewer snowfall events identified by KBH 

com- pared to the 2C-SNOW temperature restrictions. Fig. 5 indicates the percentage of CloudSat 

observations in the 5 year OP associated with 2 mT > 0°C. Peripheral Southern Ocean regions  

are  more  susceptible  to  KBH  temperature  restrictions  since ~50–70% of all CloudSat 

observations between 60-120oW and north of ~65oS latitude are associated with T > 0°C. Regions 

between 120°E and 150oW also contain elevated T > 0°C occurrences. These same regions also 

contain frequent ERA-I convective snow (Fig. 4d), so the KBH CT and T thresholds combine to 

reduce the snowfall population. The 45oW to 105°E region generally experiences under 30% T > 

0 °C frequency, with drastically reduced values closer to Antarctica. The northern Antarctic 

Peninsula straddles the elevated T > 0 °C percentage values near 60oW and experiences a 

relatively small percentage of above freezing temperatures. Fig. 5 confirms that ocean regions 

sur- rounding Antarctica are almost exclusively sensitive to KBH temperature thresholds, while 

Antarctica is not adversely affected by the same restrictions. 

Fig. 6 shows  snowfall rate distributions from  the  Antarctic  region OP associated with 2C-

SNOW (Fig. 6a) and the original and modified KBH (Fig. 6b–e) algorithms, including snowfall 

rate distributions partitioned by “warm” (T > 0 °C) and “cold” (T ≤ 0 °C) 2 mTs. The KBH 

“warm” results include all probable CloudSat precipitation events as- sociated with temperatures 

between 0 °C and 4 °C, so miXed or light rain events may be included in the distributions over the 

oceans. The 2C- SNOW algorithm “warm” category contains observations under about 2 °C based 

on the temperature criteria previously explained. 

The 2C-SNOW snowfall rate distribution shown in Fig. 6a indicates that “warm” snowfall 

events comprise a lower percentage of the total snowfall in this region compared to the “cold” 

snowfall category. This result is not surprising given the influence of very cold temperatures in the 

latitudinal domain chosen for this study. The “cold” snowfall population also contains 

systematically higher snowfall rates than the “warm” category. 

Fig. 6b–e illustrate the KBH snowfall rate distribution sensitivity to various methodological 

assumptions. The KBH “warm” category in each figure also highlights the potential population of 

snowfall events missed when a 0 °C temperature threshold is applied. However, under any 

methodological assumptions, as for 2C-SNOW, high rate snowfall events (> ~2.5 mm h−1)   are   

exclusively   attributed   to   the “cold” snowfall  population.  Moreover,  Fig.  6d-e  show  that  

the  ~3 mm h−1 cutoff of the KBH original (Fig. 6b) and KBH with no CT (Fig. 6c) for the “cold” 



 

 

category is completely avoided after lowering the NSB. Snowfall rate distributions are similar to 

2C-SNOW, with maximum values ranging from 4 to 6 mm h−1 for  lower  NSB  and  lower  with  

no  CT  assumptions, respectively. 

 

3.1.3 Minimized 2C-SNOW and KBH differences 

The first two subsections highlight a major issue to be considered: KBH and 2C-SNOW 

algorithm methodological differences need to be addressed before critical assessment exercises 

can be undertaken be- tween the respective algorithms. Figs. 3–6 suggest that the KBH algorithm 

employs more restrictive criteria for snowfall detection purposes, and these restrictions should be 

relaxed to include as many snowfall events as possible in the CloudSat snowfall dataset. Fig. 7 

provides an optimal comparison between KBH and 2C-SNOW that minimizes algorithm 

differences due to surface temperature (only “cold” temperatures are used), NSB, and CT 

application (no CT applied). Fig. 7 shows large differences between the mean annual snowfall 

rate calculated by the 2C-SNOW and KBH algorithms over the extreme southern latitudes. These 

differences are due to Z-S relationships used by each algorithm, and we posit that the dynamic 

2C-SNOW Z-S strategy may capture inherent microphysical differences between snowfall modes 

or regional snowfall differences. Fig. 7 illustrates where such differences are maximized, such as 

over-ocean regions influenced by synoptic-scale storms and/or with frequent convective snowfall 

events. Coastal Antarctic regions and ice sheets also exhibit differences, but differences are 

minimized compared to open ocean. The interior Antarctica differences are largely irrelevant, 

highlighting that the 2C-SNOW microphysical constraints yield a similar Z-S relationship as 

KBH in very cold Antarctic regions that experience predominantly light snowfall events. These 

regions are further highlighted in the next subsection. 

 

3.1.3. Regional analysis by surface type 

Fig. 8 shows 2C-SNOW and KBH modified algorithm snowfall rate distributions for all 

snowfall events over the domain. Regional differences partitioned by general surface type, ocean 

and sea ice, escarpments and Antarctic coastal areas (below 2000 m a.s.l.), Antarctic plateau 

(above 2000 m a.s.l.), hereafter ocean, < 2000 m, and > 2000 m, are also indicated. Note that Fig. 

8a is similar to Fig. 3, but total counts are shown instead of normalized counts. Fig. 8 highlights 

surface type dependent differences between KBH CT and no CT applications, as well as KBH 

results with lower NSB designation to mimic 2C-SNOW (with or without CT). 



 

 

The 2C-SNOW results (black) illustrate oceanic snowfall events dominating the total number 

of snowfall counts for lower snowfall rates. < 2000 m, after an initial steep gradient, becomes 

comparable to ocean  for  higher  rates  (> ~2 mm h−1),  although < 2000 m  counts  exceed ocean 

at the highest snowfall rates shown. > 2000 m counts are much lower than other surface types and 

are skewed to lighter snowfall rates. KBH results, using the same 2C-SNOW NSB designation 

and without a CT (pink line - “low noCT”), show the most consistency with 2C-SNOW results, 

although large regions of the KBH “low noCT” snowfall rate  count spectrum  are lower  than 

2C-SNOW. This trend is accentuated over the oceans and minimized over the > 2000 m, again 

highlighting the effect of different Z-S relationships used by each algorithm. 

The various KBH sensitivity tests show very interesting trends over the different surface types 

and further highlight the effect of algorithm- specific snowfall event definitions. Over ocean 

surfaces (Fig. 8b), no substantial differences exist between various KBH algorithms below the 

~3.5 mm h−1 snowfall rate level. The KBH “low” (green) and KBH “low noCT” (pink) exhibit 

some differences at the highest snowfall rates. The “low noCT” algorithm also captures an 

apparent shallow, intense snowfall mode more effectively than other KBH results. 

Over < 2000 m surfaces (Fig. 8c), the original KBH algorithm (red) underestimates snowfall 

events relative to 2C-SNOW and modified KBH algorithms at ~ 2 mm h−1 and completely misses 

snowfall events over ~3.5 mm h−1. The KBH “low noCT” results show the most pronounced 

departure from KBH original results, thus illustrating the impact of considering shallow snowfall 

events that are eliminated by the CT. Note that the higher snowfall rate populations over < 2000 

m smoothly increase under these circumstances, thus indicating a legitimate shallow snow land 

enhancement or ground clutter contamination. Unlike the ocean distribution, the KBH “low 

noCT” counts exceed 2C-SNOW at the highest snowfall rates, thus further raising suspicion that 

ground clutter at least partially affects the KBH snowfall population over Antarctica. 

Over the > 2000 m (Fig. 8d), the various KBH snowfall rate distributions display expected 

behavior similar to the < 2000 m distributions, although a slightly different behavior is noted 

between the CT versus no CT distributions compared to < 2000 m. The choice of NSB is the only 

distinction between these two methodologies, and this effect is small over the > 2000 m regions. 

The KBH “noCT” (blue) includes progressively more snowfall events than the KBH CT results, 

thus including more shallow snow or ground clutter effects. The KBH “low noCT” results (pink) 

produce the highest count of snowfall events at elevated snowfall rate values. 

3.2. 2C-SNOW derived Z-S relationships 



 

 

 

Fig. 9 illustrates joint distributions of CloudSat NSB reflectivity and 2C-SNOW snowfall rate 

retrievals for the same surface type categories shown in Fig. 8. The NSB reflectivities are, in this 

case, taken from the 2B-GEOPROF product and may slightly differ from the 2C-SNOW Z used 

to derive the snowfall rate, whereby 2C-SNOW models multiple scat- tering and attenuation 

effects. These effects, however, may counteract each other under most snowing conditions 

(Matrosov and Battaglia, 2009). Fig. 9 shows distinct differences in the regional Z-S relationships 

provided by the 2C-SNOW retrievals. Using a best fit through the data points indicated in Fig. 9, 

the 2C-SNOW Z-S relationship for all snow events in the domain is Z = 10.9 S1.3, which differs 

from the static Z-S relationship (Z = 21.6 S1.2) used in previous sections for the modified KBH 

algorithm. Note, however, that derived Z-S differences are evident when the CloudSat  dataset is  

partitioned by surface  type. Ocean (Z = 8.2 S1.3), < 2000 m  (Z = 6.7 S1.4),  and > 2000 m  (Z = 

5.5 S1.6) observations   have   significantly   different   derived   Z-S   relationships, partially 

driven by cloud microphysical properties constrained by regional temperature variability. These 

regional results highlight the in- creased uncertainty associated with using a globally invariant Z-

S relationship, and indicate that methods that can allow Z-S to adjust to local conditions will 

provide better performance than methods with static Z-S relationships Ground validation datasets 

are admittedly needed, however, to confirm the veracity of the CloudSat Z-S relationships 

reported in this study (see Section 4 for further discussion of this topic). The more restrictive 

criteria of KBH on detecting and estimating snowfall, like temperature filter, NSB designation, 

CT and very conservative ground clutter filters discussed above, and the dynamic Z- S 

relationship of 2C-SNOW more adaptable to the local microphysical conditions, providing better 

performances than methods with static Z-S relationship, led us to consider 2C-SNOW for the 

following Antarctic multi-year snowfall analysis. 

 

3.3. Antarctic multi-year snowfall analysis 

 

3.3.1. Annual gridded snowfall pattern 

Following the same method used for the mean annual snowfall rate difference spatial maps (Fig. 

4), the mean 2C-SNOW snowfall rate over the OP was computed. Fig. 10 shows the results 

obtained for 2C-SNOW (Fig. 10a) and the corresponding ERA-I value (Fig. 10b). ERA-I 

0.75°×0.75° spatial resolution 12-hourly snowfall field data (Dee et al., 2011) were interpolated to 



 

 

the CloudSat-defined 1°×1.5° grid and summed over the OP. The total ERA-I accumulated 

snowfall was di- vided by 4.5 (years) to obtain the mean snowfall accumulation per year. The 

ERA-I yearly mean snowfall accumulations were then compared to the mean CPR-derived 

snowfall rates [mm year−1]. 

The first distinguishing Fig. 10 feature is that the magnitude of the mean annual snowfall rate 

is very similar over continental Antarctica. The same similarity was found in Palerme et al. 

(2017), with a mean snowfall  rate  over  the  Antarctic  continent  of  172 mm year−1  obtained 

from  CloudSat  observations  and  165 mm year−1  simulated  by  ERA-I. Moreover, 2C-SNOW 

also describes the precipitation pattern similarly to ERA-I, showing more coastal precipitation. 

This coastal maximum is very apparent on the western Antarctic Peninsula, with a clear 

maximum over the western tip of the Peninsula that was also observed by Turner et al. (2002) and 

Van Lipzig et al. (2004). Distinct snowfall minima are diagnosed by both datasets over the Ross 

and Ronne ice shelves. Relative maxima are found over the coastal and adjacent ocean areas 

around 60° E and between 110°E and 150°E in both datasets, although a clear difference in the 

magnitude exists. Such difference could be due to the different approach used to determine wet 

snow and miXed precipitation in ERA-I and 2C-SNOW, as well as to snow microphysics 

assumptions employed by each dataset. 

These results highlight that CPR observations, even with lower native spatiotemporal sampling 

than ERA-I, produce similar mean annual snowfall patterns over Antarctica. Oceanic differences 

could be due to reduced CPR sampling at lower latitudes, but may also indicate Z-S or numerical 

model deficiencies for oceanic snowfall. 

Fig. 11 shows the mean annual ERA-I and CPR snowfall scatterplot remapped on the 1°×1.5° 

grid and separated by surface type. The two datasets show elevated correlations (0.91), largely 

caused by high correlations for snowfall rates below 400 mm year−1 (0.90). For larger snowfall 

values, the satellite (model) retrievals generally overestimate (underestimate) mean annual 

snowfall rates compared to ERA-I (CloudSat). 

Considering different surface types, the > 2000 m datasets have a correlation of 0.83, while the 

ocean datasets display higher correlations (0.86). The < 2000 m correlation between ERA-I and 

CPR, however, is lower (0.44) with increased variance. Reduced < 2000 m correlations could be 

caused by ground clutter over the coastal and escarpment regions. 2C-SNOW Z-S conversions 

may also need further refinement over Antarctic land surfaces. Additionally, the orographic effects 

on the precipitation production in Antarctic environments may not be cor- rectly considered in the 



 

 

model. These complications are discussed further in Section 4. 

 

3.3.2. Instantaneous snowfall rate analysis 

For a deeper discussion of the impact of general surface type and topography on the gross 

characteristics of snowfall, we report the normalized distribution of instantaneous snowfall rate 

(with snowfall rate  bins  of  0.1 mm h−1),  as  estimated  by  2C-SNOW,  for  the  three surfaces 

(Fig. 12). The normalization is made with respect to the total number of “snow” profiles, i.e., 

profiles with snowfall rate larger than 0.1 mm h−1.    The    snowfall    rate    over    the > 2000 m    

is    very    low, as > 99%  of  the  CPR  detected  snow  profiles  are  below  1 mm h−1.  It should 

be noted, though, that snow accumulation in this area is mainly due to small ice crystal 

sedimentation under clear skies (Bromwich, 1988; Knuth et al., 2010), likely associated with very 

low rates that are either too light for CPR detection or would not be considered as 2C- SNOW 

“snow probable” conditions with a CPR reflectivity exceeding −15 dBZ. Ocean and < 2000 m 

profiles show similar patterns, with maximum snowfall  rate  reaching  the  same  value  of  5 mm 

h−1  with  a relative   abundance    of   higher   snowrates    over < 2000 m   (above 2 mm h−1)  with  

respect  to  ocean  profiles,  indicating  the  orographic enhancement effect of the Antarctic coastal 

and escarpment zones on precipitation intensity. The respective surface type mean snowfall rates 

are 5.9 × 10−2 mm h−1 (ocean), 3.2 × 10−2 mm h−1 (< 2000 m), and 4.2 × 10−3 mm h−1  (> 2000 m). 

 

3.3.3 2C-SNOW comparison with monthly ground observations 

The lack of a snowfall ground based measurement network over the Antarctic region represents 

a significant impediment to directly com- pare the CloudSat 2C-SNOW product with measured 

data. Moreover, harsh environments like Antarctica adversely affect typical instrument reliability 

and can create data quality issues that compound the scarcity of ground validation networks. 

Despite these difficulties, we qualitatively compare 2C-SNOW estimates with a limited dataset of 

five ground based Acoustic Depth Gauge (ADG) observations to investigate the feasibility of 

making gross monthly snow accumulation comparisons between spaceborne and ground-based 

assets. A monthly 2C- SNOW mean snowfall rate and ADG measurement comparison for the last 

2 OP years is performed to provide a qualitative CPR snowfall detection assessment. This study 

uses ADG stations that were both quality controlled and contained a sufficiently long record of 

tempo- rally continuous data coincident with CPR-indicated snowing over- passes within a 10 km 

distance. These criteria limited the number of ADG observations available, and their delimited 



 

 

spatial distribution (mainly over the Ross Sea ice shelf) unfortunately limits the representativeness 

of the ADG-CPR comparison. 

Fig. 13 shows monthly ADG distance variation comparisons to the monthly   mean  snowfall   

rate   [mm month−1]   in   each  CPR   grid   boX containing the ADG stations. The majority of the 

months with CPR- derived monthly snowfall accumulations are associated with negative ADG 

monthly distance variations (i.e. increase of snow height), espe- cially for monthly snowfall rates 

exceeding 25 mm month−1. In case of lower 2C-SNOW snow rates, the ADG distance variations 

(both positive and negative) are dominated by other mechanisms (Li and Pomeroy, 1997; Knuth et 

al., 2010). This trend does not apply to the maximum 2C-SNOW snowfall rate  (~320 mm 

month−1)  in  September  2009  and November 2010, whereby the corresponding ADG value 

indicates small negative and positive ADG distance variations, respectively. More re- search must 

be undertaken to understand this apparent discrepancy, although it must be noted that this 

aberration occurred in a relatively warm month that can experience ablation and snow compaction 

(Radok and Lile, 1977; Knuth et al., 2010). 

Contingency tables are often employed in validation exercises that compare satellite and 

ground-based values (e.g., Puca et al., 2014). Under these circumstances, the ADG distance 

variation cannot be as- sumed as the “true” representation of snow accumulation from pre- 

cipitation (see Section 2.2). However, a contingency table analysis (Table 1) can provide a useful 

exercise to qualitatively evaluate the two independent accumulation estimates. 

Hits are defined when months with negative ADG distance varia- tions (monthly snow 

accumulation) correspond to monthly CPR mean snowfall rates exceeding zero. Conversely, 

misses indicate estimated CPR snowfall rates equal to zero. Finally, false alarms are counted 

when positive CPR snowfall rates match with negative or zero ADG distance variations (snow 

accumulation decrease or no variation). After analyzing the 140 monthly CPR and ADG values in 

the dataset, it was discovered that 69% of grid boXes where the CPR detects precipitation 

correspond to increasing ADG snow accumulation, while 99% (75/76) of grid boXes with 

increasing ADG snow accumulation have an estimated CPR snowfall exceeding zero. Blowing 

snow is a large possible factor to explain discrepancies. For instance, the only case where an 

ADG snow accumulation increase does not correspond to estimated snowfall amount above zero 

could be due to a blowing snow episode. The most glaring discrepancy is related to the 34 cases 

where CPR estimates positive monthly snowfall rates, but the ADG does not measure a monthly 

accumulation. Blowing snow again play a role by trans- porting snow away from the ADG sites. 



 

 

Many other mechanisms could also decrease the snowpack on a monthly basis, and these factors 

need to be studied further to determine the complex interplay between sur- face snow addition 

and removal by non-precipitation processes. 

 

4. Summary and conclusions 

 

CloudSat observations have enabled a new era of global snowfall monitoring, including 

critically important regions that were previously devoid of quantitative precipitation estimates, 

like a large fraction of the Antarctic land mass, ice sheets, and nearby oceanic regions. Numerous 

retrieval methodologies have been developed to provide CloudSat snowfall rate retrievals, and a 

scientific focal point of the current study illustrates systematic differences in snowfall rate 

estimates between various retrieval approaches over Antarctica and the Southern Ocean. After 

accounting for key algorithm differences in the Kulie and Bennartz (2009) with Hiley et al. (2011 

- KBH) and 2C- SNOW-PROFILE (2C-SNOW) CloudSat snowfall retrievals, Antarctic and 

Southern Ocean snowfall estimate differences were isolated to the inherent reflectivity (Z) to 

snowfall rate (S) conversions used by each retrieval. The 2C-SNOW dynamic Z-S optimal 

estimation approach was deemed advantageous compared to the static KBH Z-S method, as the 

2C-SNOW retrievals account for apparent systematic microphysical composition differences over 

varying Antarctic regions (< 2000 m versus > 2000 m versus ocean). 2C-SNOW mean annual 

snowfall rates were systematically higher than the KBH algorithm after algorithm differences 

were minimized. These differences were especially prominent over the Southern Ocean, Antarctic 

Peninsula, and coastal regions. Spatial algorithm annual snowfall rate differences were minimal 

over interior Antarctic regions that experience mostly light snowfall events. Similar to spatial 

algorithm differences, 2C-SNOW and KBH snowfall rate distributions displayed markedly 

different characteristics over a wide range of the snowfall rate spectrum, especially the ~0.5 to 4.5 

mm h−1 range where the population of 2C-SNOW snowfall rates far exceeded KBH counts in the 

same range for the entire dataset, although distinct regional differences in snowfall rate 

distributions were noted (ocean versus < 2000 m versus > 2000 m). KBH sensitivity tests also 

highlighted algorithm assumptions that are seemingly detrimental to snowfall detection over this 

region. For instance, the KBH vertical reflectivity continuity test, near surface bin selection, and 

strict temperature thresholds are shown to drastically reduce the snowfall population, especially 

over-ocean regions that are prone to shallow convective snow as indicated by the ERA-Interim 



 

 

dataset. 

This study also provides derived Z-S relationships using 2C-SNOW snowfall rate retrievals and 

observed CloudSat radar reflectivity values. The derived Z-S relationship for all snowfall events 

southward of 60oS latitude is Z = 10.9 S1.3, but 2C-SNOW estimates different Z-S relationships 

over ocean (Z = 8.2 S1.3), < 2000 m (Z = 6.7 S1.4), and > 2000 m (Z = 5.5 S1.6), where < 2000 m 

and > 2000 m are differentiated by the 2000 m elevation above sea level threshold. By com- 

parison, the static KBH-like Z-S relationship is Z = 21.6 S1.2. The 2C- SNOW Z-S relationships 

highlight underlying microphysical differences driven by ambient temperature and other 

environmental conditions that are included in the 2C-SNOW optimal estimation retrieval as a 

priori constraints. The Z-S relationships reported in this study can be utilized by, for instance, 

ground-based W-band radars employed in similar environments. 

A multi-year 2C-SNOW mean annual snowfall analysis is also provided by this study over the 

Antarctic and Southern Ocean region. This observational analysis shows enhanced snowfall 

accumulations along the Antarctic coast and western tip of the Antarctic Peninsula, with a 

pronounced snowfall gradient from the coast to inland portions of the continent. Very low 

snowfall totals occur in Antarctica's interior sections. Pronounced snowfall minima also occur 

over the major ice shelves (e.g., Ross, Ronne) when compared to surrounding waters that 

experience transient ice formation. Comparisons with ERA-Interim (ERA-I) snowfall datasets 

show very similar spatial patterns. Distinct magnitude differences are observed mostly over ocean 

locations, where 2C-SNOW shows systematically higher average snowfall rates than ERAeI. The 

respective datasets are also highly correlated over ocean. The 2C-SNOW and ERA-I datasets 

exhibit good agreement over the > 2000 m, with elevated correlations and low random errors. < 

2000 m comparisons have much lower correlations and higher variability, al- though < 2000 m 

estimates do not display strong systematic biases similar to over ocean. Over ocean comparisons 

might be affected by phase discrimination differences. Similarly, over < 2000 m comparisons are 

complicated by possible ground clutter in the 2C-SNOW dataset, even though stringent clutter 

mitigation techniques are employed to reduce its occurrence. 

Two final analyses are offered in this study. First, 2C-SNOW snowfall rate distributions are 

partitioned by surface type (ocean versus < 2000 m versus > 2000 m). The respective snowfall rate 

distributions display markedly different characteristics, with evidence of < 2000 m enhancement 

producing a higher percentage of elevated snowfall rate values compared to ocean and > 2000 m. 

The > 2000 m snowfall rate distribution is skewed toward lower snowfall rate values, with very 



 

 

few instances  of  elevated  snowfall  rates  exceeding  1–2 mm h−1.  Second,  a comparison 

between monthly 2C-SNOW and five ground based acoustic depth gauges (ADG) deployed in 

Antarctica is provided to demonstrate qualitative trends in snow accumulation between the 

respective data- sets. Most months with CPR-derived positive snowfall correspond to net monthly 

ADG accumulations, although considerable variability in the magnitudes of both respective 

datasets is associated with this analysis due to various complications (e.g., wind-driven horizontal 

snow transport affecting ADG statistics). While this ADG-CloudSat monthly comparison dataset 

is admittedly geographically restricted to the Ross Ice Shelf, it provides a possible pathway for 

further long-term analyses using a broader ADG network. 

The results presented in this study provide a useful multi-year snowfall analysis for Antarctica 

and the Southern Ocean, building upon previous CloudSat and ERA-I research that has been 

undertaken in re- cent years. While the algorithm comparisons and sensitivity tests elucidate 

algorithm-specific assumptions and methodological differences that strongly influence snowfall 

detection and quantitative precipitation estimates, these results highlight the need for further 

ground or ocean based evaluation datasets in this region. There is a desperate need for robust 

ground based datasets to evaluate 2C-SNOW estimates. In particular, developing ground-based Z-

S relationships using profiling radar and ground based snowfall rate estimates is a high priority 

task that must be undertaken to compare with CloudSat 2C-SNOW estimates, especially for the 

various environments highlighted in this study (ocean, < 2000 m, > 2000 m). While difficult to 

undertake, ground- based snow accumulation statistics to augment the rudimentary ADG analysis 

in this study are also needed using a variety of possible in situ measurements. Cloud 

microphysics observations to constrain a priori assumptions employed by 2C-SNOW algorithm 

are also needed, as the observations utilized in the 2C-SNOW algorithm may not be appropriate 

for Antarctic environments. Finally, extended over ocean observations are desired to verify 

CloudSat and ERA-I snowfall estimates, especially rain/snow phase discrimination and the need 

to validate 2C- SNOW microphysics and Z-S relationships that appear to be very different over 

oceanic environments. 
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Tables 
 
 

Table 1 
Contingency table for monthly mean snowfall rate estimated by 2C-SNOW product and 
ADG monthly distance variations (distance variation < 0 corresponds to an increase of snow 
accumulation, distance variation ≥0 corresponds to a decrease or no variation of snow 
accumulation).  

 

 Monthly mean 

snowfall rate > 0 

Monthly mean 

snowfall rate = 0 

Distance variation <0 75 1 

Distance variation 0 34 6 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. a) Map showing the location of T ≤ 0 °C profiles flagged as ground 
clutter for KBH (red dots). b) Normalized distribution  of the reflectivity 
corrected  for ground clutter contamination (black line) calculated either for the 
6th or the 8th bin (in case Z at the 6th bin exceeding 20 dBZ). Normalized 
distribution of the only 6th bin Z exceeding 20 dBZ is also shown (red line). c) 
T ≤ 0 °C profiles flagged as ground clutter for 2C-SNOW (green dots). d) 
Normalized distribution of the NSB reflectivity (black line) used by 2C-SNOW 
for the snowfall rate estimate. The normalized distribution of the profiles 
affected by ground clutter (see text for details) is also shown (red line). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 



 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Map showing the location of the 5 ADG 
stations considered in this study. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Normalized distribution of 2C-SNOW (black line),  KBH  original  (red 
line), KBH without the CT requirement (blue line), KBH applied to the same 
NSB as 2C-SNOW (green line), KBH without CT and applied to the same NSB 
as 2C-SNOW (pink line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Mean snowfall rate difference between: a) the original KBH NSB 
without vertical CT requirement, and with vertical CT requirement; b) the 
lowered KBH NSB and the original KBH NSB, both with CT applied; c) the 
lowered KBH NSB with no CT and the original KBH; d) ECMWF ERA-I 
reanalysis mean cumulated snowfall per year for convective snowfall.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 5. Frequency of CloudSat observations associated with near-surface tem- perature exceeding 0 °C 
compared to the total number of CloudSat observations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Temperature filtered snowfall rate normalized distribution. a) 2C-SNOW, b) the original KBH; 
c) KBH NSB without CT requirement; d) lowered KBH NSB with CT applied d) lowered KBH NSB 
without CT requirement. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. Difference between 2C-SNOW mean snowfall rate and KBH modified (lower NSB without 
CT) snowrates for T ≤ 0 °C. Both algorithms therefore use the same NSB and temperature thresholds 
for this analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Total number of snowfall counts (not normalized) associated with T ≤ 0 °C for a) all snow 
cases, b) ocean, c) < 2000 m, and d) > 2000 m. In each panel 2C- SNOW (black), the original KBH 
(red), KBH without CT requirement (blue), lowered KBH NSB with CT requirement (green), and 
lowered KBH NSB without CT requirement (pink) are shown. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 

Fig.  9.  Two-dimensional  density  snowfall  rate  [mm h−1]  and  radar  reflectivity  [dBZ]  
scatterplots  for  T ≤ 0 °C  profiles  a)  all  profiles  b)  ocean  c) < 2000 m d) > 2000 m. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 10. a) 2C-SNOW mean annual snowfall rate, b) ERA-I mean 
yearly cumulated snowfall over the considered OP. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. ERA-I mean yearly cumulated snowfall vs. 2C-SNOW mean 
annual snowfall rate for three surface classes ocean, <2000 m, >2000 m. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12. Normalized counts of the 2C-SNOW instantaneous snowfall rate for the three surface type 
classes over the considered OP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 13. CPR estimated mean monthly snowfall rate as a function  of  the monthly distance differences 
for the 5 ADG stations. Symbols refer to the stations as in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 


